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Question: 1

When a virus is detected in an email, which of the following is not the corresponding action for detection? 
WarningA.

BlockB.

DeclareC.

Delete attachments D.

Answer: B

Question: 2

Huawei WAF products are mainly composed of front-end execution, back-end central systems and databases.
Among them, the database mainly stores the front-end detection rules and black
Whitelist and other configuration files.

TrueA.

FalseB.

Answer: A

Question: 3

If a company wants to detect image files, Shellcode code files and PDF files, which of the following types of
sandboxes can be used? (More select)

PDF heuristic sandboxja$A.

PE heuristic sandbox B.

Web heuristic sandboxC.

Heavyweight sandbox (virtual execution)D.

Answer: A,C,D
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Question: 4

Which way can NAC Agent upgrade package be deployed?
By IP addressesA.

By terminal typeB.

By accountC.

By user informationD.

Answer: A

Question: 5

In the big data intelligent security analysis platform, it is necessary to collect data from data sources, and then
complete a series of actions such as data processing, detection and analysis, etc.
do. Which of the following options does not belong to the action that needs to be completed in the data
processing part?
155955cc-666171a2-20fac832-0c042c0422

Data preprocessingA.

Threat determinationB.

Distributed storageC.

Distributed indexD.

Answer: B

Question: 6

Which of the following options are correct for the configuration description of the management center ATIC? (multiple
choice)

The drainage task needs to be configured on the management center, and when an attack is discovered, itwill beA.
issued to the cleaning center.

It is necessary to configure the protection object on the management center to guide the abnormal accessflow in etpaB.

Port mirroring needs to be configured on the management center to monitor abnormal traffic.155955cc-666171a2-C.
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The reinjection strategy needs to be configured on the management center to guide the flow aftercleaning. Q:D.

Answer: A,B

Question: 7

Viruses can damage computer systems. v Change and damage business data: spyware collects, uses, and
disperses sensitive information of corporate employees.
These malicious pastoral software seriously disturb the normal business of the enterprise. Desktop anti-disease
software can solve the problem of central virus and indirect software from the overall situation.

TrueA.

FalseB.

Answer: B

Question: 8

The application behavior control configuration file takes effect immediately after being referenced, without
configuration submission.

TrueA.

FalseB.

Answer: A

Question: 9

Regarding the global configuration of file filtering configuration files for Huawei USG6000 products, which
of the following descriptions is correct?

File filtering, content filtering and anti-virus detection cannot be performed when the file is damaged. Atthis time, theA.
documents can be released or blocked according to business requirements.

When the file extension does not match, if the action is "Allow" or "Alarm", file filtering, contentfiltering and anti-virusB.
are performed according to the file typeDetection.




